From: The Stewards
To: The Competitor’s Representative, ORANGE 1 FFF RACING TEAM
Decision No: 22
Date: 14th April 2019 Time: 17:03 hrs

The Stewards, having received a report from the Race Director, have considered the following matter and determine the following:

Car No: 519 Driver: PHIL KEES

Facts:
☐ Crosse the white line at pit lane: entry ☐ exit ☐
☐ Exceeded the speed limit in the pit lane with a speed of ______ km/h
☐ Did not respect yellow flags ☐ repeatedly
☐ Did not respect track limits ☐ repeatedly
☐ Made a false start
☐ Caused a collision
☐ Forced a driver off the track
☐ Illegitimately impeded another driver during overtaking
☐ Pit lane infringement
☐ Other

Offence:
☐ Breach of Article 16.1 of the 2019 Blancpain GT Series Sporting Regulations
☐ Breach of Article 2(d) of the 2019 FIA International Sporting Code

Decision:
☐ Fine ______ Euros
☐ Drive-through penalty ☐ converted to time penalty ______ seconds
☐ Stop-go penalty ☐ 30 seconds ☐ converted to time penalty ______ seconds
☐ Cancellation of: ☐ lap time of infringement ☐ fastest lap time in session
☐ Cancellation of all lap times in session ☐ up to ______ hrs
☐ Time penalty of ______ seconds
☐ Black flag to be shown
☐ Reprimand
☐ Behaviour Warning Point(s) (Art 17 of the 2019 BGTS Sporting Regulations)
☐ Other

Reason:
CAR 519 PUSHED CAR 33 OFF TRACK AT EXIT OF TURN 7. THIS WAS A PRO DRIVER CAUSING A COLLISION WITH AN AM DRIVER. THE AM DRIVER LOST LAP AS A RESULT.

Video evidence examined: Yes/No Other evidence considered: ...

The Competitor/Driver was summoned and heard before the decision: Yes/No
The Competitor is reminded of his right of appeal (Article 15 of the 2019 FIA International Sporting Code) except where * denotes a penalty which is not susceptible to appeal (Article 12.2.4 of the 2019 FIA International Sporting Code and Article 16.3 of the 2019 Blancpain GT Series Sporting Regulations).
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